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Abstract

A disjunctive temporal logic programming language� called Disjunctive Chronolog is pre�

sented in this paper� Disjunctive Chronolog combines the ideas of both temporal logic pro�

gramming and disjunctive logic programming� The new language is capable of expressing

dynamic behaviour as well as uncertainty� two notions that are very common in a variety of

real systems� Minimal model semantics� model state semantics and �xpoint semantics are

developed for the proposed language and their equivalence is shown�

Keywords� Temporal logic programming� disjunctive logic programming�

� Introduction

Temporal logic programming�OM��� Org��� has been widely used as a means for describing systems

that are inherently dynamic� For example� consider the following Chronolog�Wad��� program

simulating the operation of the tra�c lights	

first light�green��

next light�amber� � light�green��

next light�red� � light�amber��

next light�green� � light�red��

On the other hand� disjunctive logic programming�MRL��� LMR�
� was introduced as a for�

malism for expressing uncertainty	

plays�john�soccer� � plays�john�basketball��

sportsman�X� � plays�X�Y�� sport�Y��

sport�soccer��

sport�basketball��

From this program� it can be easily extracted as a conclusion that john is a sportsman� even

though there is no exact knowledge about the kind of sports he is participating in�
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There are many systems however in which dynamic behaviour and uncertainty coexist� Real

time and reactive systems� expert systems� temporal or generally multidimensional databases are

such examples�

It is therefore natural to ask whether there exists a single logic programming paradigm which

amalgamates the above two notions in a semantically lucid way�

In this paper we introduce and present the semantics of Disjunctive Chronolog� a temporal

disjunctive logic programming language� Our starting point is the temporal language Chronolog�

introduced by W� W� Wadge�Wad��� whose semantics have been systematically developed by M�

Orgun�Org��� OW�
� OWD���� The proposed formalism� Disjunctive Chronolog� is capable of

expressing time related uncertainty of dierent forms	

Event uncertainty� Consider for example the curriculum of a computer science department�

which requires from students to have taken Discrete Mathematics before they register to either

of the Data Structures or the Algorithms course� The above restriction could be expressed in

Disjunctive Chronolog as	

first course�discrete math��

next course�algorithms� � next course�data structures� �

course�discrete math��

The event uncertainty results from the fact that after a student has taken Discrete Mathemat�

ics he can choose to enrol in the Algorithms course� in the Data Structures course� or in both�

The particular event that will take place is not known�

Time uncertainty� Consider for example the following program	

first visit�george�greece� � first next visit�george�greece��

have good time�X� � visit�X�greece��

The time uncertainty is expressed by the �rst clause which says that �George is either going

to visit Greece this or next year �or both���

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� Section 
 introduces the syntax of Disjunctive

Chronolog� In section �� after giving some background de�nitions� we present the minimal Her�

brand model semantics� the model state semantics and the �xpoint semantics of the language�

Finally� in section � a conclusion in given�

� Syntax of Disjunctive Chronolog programs

Disjunctive Chronolog is a logic programming language based on linear time with unbounded past

and future� The set of moments in time is represented by the set Z of integers� The temporal

logic �TL� of Disjunctive Chronolog has three temporal operators first� next� and prev� The

operator first is used to express the �rst moment in time� while next refers to the next moment

in time� and prev to the previous moment in time� Some of the axioms of Disjunctice Chronolog�s

underlying temporal logic are given below� The symbol r stands for any of first� next� and

prev�

Temporal operator cancellation rules	 Temporal operator distribution rules	

�� r�first A� � �first A� �� r��A�� ��rA�


� next prev A � A �� r�A �B�� �rA� � �rB�

�� prev next A � A �� r�A �B�� �rA� � �rB�

Rigidness of variables	 Temporal operator introduction rules	

�� r��X��A�� ��X��rA� �� if � A then � rA

���
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The proof of correctness of these axioms and inference rules is straightforward�Org����

A temporal atom is an atomic formula with a number �possibly �� of applications of temporal

operators� The sequence of temporal operators applied to an atom is called the temporal reference

of that atom� A temporal literal is a temporal atom or the negation of a temporal atom� A

disjunctive temporal clause is a clause of the form	

H� �H� � �������Hn � B�� ����� Bm

where H�� ������Hn� B�� ����� Bm are temporal atoms� n � � and m � �� If n � � then� the clause is

said to be a de�nite temporal clause� If m � � then the clause is said to be a positive disjunctive

temporal clause� A Disjunctive Chronolog program is a �nite set of disjunctive temporal clauses�

Clearly� Chronolog is a subset of Disjunctive Chronolog� obtained when all clauses are de�nite

temporal clauses�

� Declarative Semantics

��� Background

In this subsection we give some useful background de�nitions regarding temporal logic which are

adopted from�Org����

De�nition ��� �Temporal interpretation�� A temporal interpretation I of the temporal logic TL

comprises a non�empty set D� called the domain of the interpretation� over which the variables

range� together with an element of D for each variable� for each n�ary function symbol� an element

of �Dn � D�� and for each n�ary predicate symbol� an element of �Z � 
D
n

�� 	

In the following de�nition� the satisfaction relation j� is de�ned in terms of temporal interpre�

tations� j�I�t A denotes that a formula A is true at a moment t in some temporal interpretation

I�

De�nition ��� �Semantics of TL�� The semantics of the elements of the temporal logic TL are

given inductively as follows	

�� If f�e�� ����� en��� is a term� then I�f�e�� ����� en���� � I�f��I�e��� ����� I�en�����


� For any n�ary predicate symbol p and terms e�� ����� en���

j�I�t p�e�� ����� en��� iff � I�e��� ����� I�en��� � 
 I�p��t�

�� j�I�t �A iff it is not the case that j�I�t A

�� j�I�t A �B iff j�I�t A and j�I�t B

�� j�I�t A �B iff j�I�t A or j�I�t B

�� j�I�t ��x�A iff j�I�d�x��t A for all d 
 D where the interpretation I�d�x� is the same as I

except that the variable x is assigned the value d�

�� j�I�t first A iff j�I�� A

�� j�I�t prev A iff j�I�t�� A

�� j�I�t next A iff j�I�t�� A

���
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If a formula A is true in a temporal interpretation I at all moments in time� it is said to be

true in I � we write j�I A� and I is called a model of A�

In order to simplify the examples� we consider in the following the subset of Disjunctive

Chronolog which does not contain the temporal operator prev� However� from a theoretical

point of view� the inclusion of prev is straightforward�

��� Minimal model semantics

The semantics of Disjunctive Chronolog are based on the notion of Temporal Herbrand Models� In

order to de�ne temporal Herbrand models� we need the notion of a canonical temporal atom�Org����

A canonical temporal atom is a formula of the form� first nextn A for some n � �� where A is

an atomic formula� A canonical disjunctive temporal clause is a disjunctive temporal clause whose

temporal atoms are canonical temporal atoms�

As in Chronolog �Org��� OWD���� every disjunctive temporal clause can be transformed into

a �possibly in�nite� set of canonical disjunctive temporal clauses� This can be done by applying

first nextn where n � �� to the clause� and then using the axioms of TL to distribute the

temporal reference so as to be applied to each individual temporal atom of the clause� �nally any

super�uous operator is eliminated by applying cancellation rules of TL�

Intuitively� a canonical disjunctive temporal clause is an instance in time of the corresponding

disjunctive temporal clause�

The value of a given formula in a temporal interpretation can be expressed in terms of the

values of its canonical instances as the following lemma� taken from�OW���� shows	

Lemma ���� Let A be a formula and I a temporal interpretation of TL� j�I A if and only if

j�I At for all canonical instances At of A�

Example ��� � Consider the following disjunctive Chronolog program	

first rains � first snows�

next wet � rains�

next wet � snows�

The set of canonical disjunctive temporal clauses corresponding to the program clauses is as

follows	

The clause	

first rains � first snows�

is the only canonical temporal clause corresponding to the �rst program clause �because of axiom

���

The set of clauses	

f first nextt�� wet � first nextt rains j t � �g

corresponds to the second program clause� Finally the set of clauses	

f first nextt�� wet � first nextt snows j t � �g

corresponds to the third program clause� 	

The Herbrand universe UP of a program P is the set of all ground terms that can be formed

by the constant and function symbols that appear in P � The temporal Herbrand base TBP is

the set of all canonical ground temporal atoms whose predicate symbols appear in P and their

arguments are in UP � A temporal Herbrand interpretation I is a subset of TBP � A temporal

�By next
n we mean n applications of the operator next


��
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Herbrand interpretation which satis�es all clauses in P at all moments in time� is a temporal

Herbrand model of P �

In order to prove unsatis�ability of a set of TL clauses it su�ces to look for temporal Herbrand

models �as in the case of the clausal form of �rst order logic�CL�����

Example ��� �Continued from example ����� The temporal Herbrand base of the program P in

example ��� is	

BP � ffirst rains� first next rains� first next� rains��������

first snows� first next snows� first next� snows��������

first wet� first next wet� first next� wet�������g� 	

As in disjunctive logic programming�LMR�
�� a Disjunctive Chronolog program does not have

in general a unique minimal temporal Herbrand model� Instead� the meaning of a Disjunctive

Chronolog program is captured by the set of minimal temporal Herbrand models of the program�

Theorem ���� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program� A canonical ground positive temporal

clause C is a logical consequence of P if and only if C is true in all minimal temporal Herbrand

models of P �

Example ��� �Continued from example ����� It is easy to see that the program in example ���

has two minimal temporal Herbrand models	

MM��P � � f first rains� first next wet g

and

MM
�P � � f first snows� first next wetg�

The positive ground clause first next wet is true in both minimal Herbrand models and

thus it is a logical consequence of the program� 	

��� Temporal model state semantics

An alternative way which gives a least model characterization of the semantics of Disjunctive

Chronolog programs� is obtained by extending the model state approach used in disjunctive logic

programming�LMR�
��

De�nition ��� �Temporal disjunctive Herbrand base�� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog pro�

gram� Then� the temporal disjunctive Herbrand base �TDHBP � of P is the set of all canonical

ground positive temporal clauses formed using distinct elements from the temporal Herbrand Base

�TBP � of P such that no two clauses contain exactly the same temporal atoms� 	

De�nition ��� �Expansion�� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program and S a set of canonical

ground positive temporal clauses� The expansion exp�S� of S is de�ned as follows	

exp�S� � fC 
 TDHBP jC 
 S or �C� 
 S such that C � is a subclause of Cg

	

De�nition ��� �Temporal Herbrand state�� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program� A tem�

poral Herbrand state of P is a subset of the temporal disjunctive Herbrand base TDHBP of

P � An expanded temporal Herbrand state TS of P is a temporal Herbrand state of P such that

TS � exp�TS�� 	

���
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De�nition ��� �Temporal Model state�� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program� Then� a

temporal model state TS of P is an expanded temporal Herbrand state of P such that	

�� Every minimal temporal Herbrand model of TS is a temporal Herbrand model of P �


� Every minimal temporal Herbrand model of P is contained in a minimal temporal Herbrand

model of TS�

	

A temporal model state MS of a program P is minimal if no temporal Herbrand state MS�

of P which is a proper subset of MS is a temporal model state of P �

Lemma ��� �Temporal Model state intersectionproperty�� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog

program and fMigi�I a non�empty set of temporal model states of P � Then� �i�IMi is also a tem�

poral model state of P �

Since for every disjunctive Chronolog program P � the temporal disjunctive Herbrand base

TDHBP is a temporal model state of P � the set of model states is non�empty� Therefore� the

intersection of all model states of P � is also a model state of P � which is the least model state of

P � denoted by MTMSP �

Theorem ���� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program� Then

MTMSP � fC 
 TDHBP jC is a logical consequence of Pg�

The connection between minimal model semantics and model state semantics is shown in the

theorem ��� in the next section�

��� Fixpoint semantics

In this section� we provide a �xpoint characterization of the semantics of Disjunctive Chronolog

programs using a closure operator that maps temporal Herbrand states to temporal Herbrand

states of a program�

De�nition ��� �Immediate consequence operator�� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program�

and TDHBP be the temporal disjunctive Herbrand base of P � The closure operator TP 	


TDHBP � 
TDHBP is de�ned as follows 	

TP �I� � fC j C� � B�� ����� Bn is a canonical ground instance of a clause in P�

and fB� �C�� ������ Bn�Cng  I where �i� � � i � n Ci can be null and

C is C� �C� � ������Cn after eliminating multiple occurences of temporal atomsg� 	

The power set of TDHBP of a program P is a complete lattice under the partial order of set

inclusion� The bottom element of the lattice is the empty set� end the top element is TDHBP �

The operator TP is continuous and hence reaches a least �xpoint� The least �xpoint lfp�TP � of

TP characterizes the derivability from a Disjunctive Chronolog program� This is shown� in the

following lemma�

Lemma ���� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program� Then MTMSP � exp�lfp�TP ���

���
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Example ��� �Continued from example ����� Applying the �xpoint operator to the program in

exampel ��� we obtain	

S� � TP ��� � ffirst rains � first snowsg

S� � TP �S�� � ffirst rains � first snows� first rains � first next wet� first

snows � first next wetg�

S� � TP �S�� � ffirst rains � first snows� first rains � first next wet� first

snows � first next wet� first next wetg�

It is easy to see that S� is a �xpoint of TP � 	

The following theorem shows the equivalence between minimal model� temporal model state

and �xpoint semantics�

Theorem ���� Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program and C 
 TDHBP � Then the following

are equivalent�

�� C is true in all minimal temporal Herbrand models of P �

�� C is in MTMSP �

�� C is in exp�lfp�TP ���

�� C is a logical consequence of P �

� Conclusions

Temporal programming� either functional�WA��� RW��� or logic �OM��� Org��� PG���� have been

widely used as a means for describing systems that are inherently dynamic� On the other hand the

need to express uncertainty has led researchers in introducing disjunctive logic programming�LMR�
��

We have developed the syntax and declarative semantics of a new logic programming language�

called Disjunctive Chronolog� The new formalism combines the virtues of Disjunctive and Tem�

poral logic programming in a uni�ed framework�

More speci�cally� we have developed the minimal model� temporal model state� and �xpoint

semantics and have demonstrated their equivalence�

In this paper however� we have not considered the proof system of Disjunctive Chronolog which

will be reported in a forthcoming paper�
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